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Formation of Energy Bands

“To determine the electrical properties of a semiconductor material, we need to determine the properties 

of electrons in a crystal lattice, and need to determine the statistical characteristics of the very large 

number of electrons in a crystal.”

Schematic showing the splitting of energy 

states into allowed bands of energies.

The splitting of the 3s and 3p 

states of silicon into the allowed 

and forbidden energy bands.



The Kronig-Penney Model

The concept of allowed and forbidden energy bands cab be developed more rigorously by considering quantum 

mechanics and Schrodinger’s wave equation.

The Kronig-Penney model is an idealized periodic potential representing a one-dimensional single crystal, but the 

results will illustrate many of the important features of the quantum behavior of electrons in a periodic lattice. 

energy bands (allowed/forbidden bands) 

: Bloch’s theorem. u(x) is periodic function.

In region I,

In region II,



Boundary Conditions

For a non-trivial solution of A, 

B, C, and D,

For E<V0 (bounded electron)

: define the relation between k, E, and V0

: gives the conditions for which Schrodinger’s wave equation will have a solution.



For V0 =0 (P’=0)  

(free electron)

For an infinite impulse potential (b 

 0, bV0 : finite)

For P’ ≠ 0

For the above equation is valid, the allowed values of 

the f(αa) function must be bounded between +1 and -1. 

 the allowed values of f(αa) and the allowed values of 

αa in the shaded areas.



Allowed bands
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Forbidden bands



Reduced k-space diagram



Energy Band and Bond Model

2-D representation of the covalent 

bonding in semiconductor single crystal 

in T =0 ° K

2-D representation of the covalent bonding in semiconductor 

crystal in T >0 ° K. Negative/positive charge generation through 

the breaking a covalent bond.

E-k diagram of the conduction and valence bands of a 

semiconductor (a) T =0 ° K and (b) T >0 ° K.

No external forces are applied so that the electron and 

hole distributions are symmetrical with k.



Drift Current

Current density due to the net flow of charge

υd : average drift velocity

υi : velocity of i th charge

If a force is applied to a particle and the particle moves, it must gain energy,

Because of the external force, electrons can gain energy 

and a net momentum.
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Electron Effective Mass

F int : internal forces due to the potential difference caused 

by the positive ions or electrons.

m : rest mass,   a : acceleration

Acting on a particle in a crystal:

Since it is difficult to take into account all of the internal forces, we define the effective 

mass m* to take account into the particle mass and also the effect of the internal forces.

Effective mass from E-k curves,

Effective mass is a parameter that relates the quantum 

mechanical results to the classical force equations.

The effective mass of the electron near the bottom of 

the conduction band is a constant.



Concept of the Hole

Placing a positively charged particle in the 

empty states and assuming all other states in 

the band are empty.

m* is a negative quantity.

An electron moving near the top of an allowed energy band behaves as if it has a negative mass.



Metals, Insulators, and Semiconductors

Complex band splitting occurs in crystals, leading to large variations in band structures between 

various solids and to a wide range of electrical characteristics observed in these various materials.

MetalsInsulators Semiconductors



Direct and Indirect Semiconductors

Distance between atoms varies as the direction  

through the crystal changes  Electrons traveling in 

different directions encounter different potential 

patterns and therefore different k-space boundaries.

It is normal practice to plot the [100] direction along 

the normal +k axis and to plot the [111] portion of the 

diagram so the +k points to the left.

Direct bandgap semiconductor

Indirect bandgap semiconductor: needs momentum 

conservation(interaction with crystal)

Effective masses of GaAs and Silicon



Mathematical Derivation : A free electron in 3-D infinite potential box

Current : flow of charges ∝ the number of electrons or holes that will be available for conduction∝
the number of available energy states   the density of states as a function of energy.

Solving Schrodinger’s wave equation using the 

separation of variables technique.

For 1-D,

For 3-D,

Density of quantum states

: volume of a single 

quantum state in 3-D.



Density of quantum states as a function of E :

Total number of states between E and E+dE in the 

crystal space volume of a3

The density of quantum states per unit volume and per 

unit energy

Mathematical Derivation : Extension to Semiconductors

The E-k curve near k=0 at the bottom of the conduction band can be 

approximated as a parabola :

“free” conduction 

electron model :



Statistical Laws

1. Maxwell-Boltzmann Probability Function:
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 Distinguishable

 No restriction such as permitting only one 

particle per state at an energy E (do NOT 

obey Pauli’s exclusion principle)

 Electrons in CB of Semiconductor

2. Fermi-Dirac Probability Function:
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 Indistinguishable

 Should obey Pauli’s exclusion principle

 Quantum particles Ex. Electrons.

3. Bose-Einstein Probability Function:
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 Indistinguishable

 No limit to the number of particles in each quantum state

 Photons.

N(E) : number of particles per unit volume per unit energy

g(E) : number of quantum states per unit volume per unit energy

fF(E) : the ratio of filled states to total quantum states



Fermi-Dirac distribution function and the Fermi Energy
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EF is 

between E4

and E5.

At T=0 K

At T=0 K



Examples

3.6 T=300K. Determine the probability that an energy level 3kT above the Fermi energy is occupied by an electron.

3.7 Determine the temperature at which there is a 1 percent probability that an energy state is empty. ( E – EF = -0.3 

eV )

T = 756 K

3.8 Determine the energy at which the Boltzmann approximation may be considered valid within 5 %.


